
Your strong Partner
Our expertise for your logistics

Above all else, efficient logistics requires 
smart ways to solve logistics challenges. 

However, smart ways are not always easy to 
find. The expertise of experienced specialists 
is needed.

Higher quality, increased efficiency 
Our logistics expertise is the crucial when it 
comes to improving your market position. 
Your entire company profits from the high-
er quality and increased efficiency of your 
logistics department. We provide you with 
support if your in-house experts do not have 
sufficient logistics expertise or if your man-
power cannot manage several projects at 
the same time. 

Together for better logistics  
We combine your experience with our  
expertise. If necessary, we can also call  
in further specialists. Together, we work  
towards achieving one goal: better logistics  
for you.

ProfileLogistics Consulting

Our philosophy  
Neutrality 
No obligations towards manufacturers 
or systems

High-quality concepts 
Development of applicable concepts, 
focused on implementation and  
individual fit

Experience in realization 
Long-term experience in holistic project 
management, from detailed planning to 
support right through to going live

Competence in purchasing 
Negotiation of best prices through  
professional tendering and placing

Methods 
Use of workshops, interviews, meta-
plans as well as many other methods



 
We consider ourselves strategists. We com-
bine our expertise as planning, purchasing 
and implementation specialists. We focus 
on solutions, that are economic and flexible. 
Our logistics planning is based on modules, 
which can be implemented step by step. 
This way, we guarantee that the logistics 
department grows according to require-
ments – as much as necessary, as lean as 
possible. 

Many experts united 
We have enough resources at our disposal 
to manage numerous projects at the same 
time and provide long-term support for our 
customers. Our in-house specialists have 
expert knowledge of all of the issues related 
to your logistics project. So far, we have 
successfully applied this expertise to more 
than 600 projects. 

Neutral and with sound judgement 
As a consultant, we are independent from 
manufacturers of conveyor technology and 
logistics equipment. You are our number 
one priority. When we recommend a logi-
stics solution, we have evaluated all of the 
possible alternatives independent from 
the portfolio of a single producer. This way, 
we protect you from applying too much 
technique and keep your investment to a 
minimum. 

Distinct procedure 
Regardless of the extent of the project, all 
projects managed by viaLog are organised 
according to a distinct procedure. Working 
step by step based on a precise definition 
of the task, viaLog develops, presents and 
documents submittals ready for judgement 
within a predefined time frame.

Logistic strategies

Establishment of the optimal level of 
centralisation

Development of factory plans and master 
plans

„Make and Buy“

Logistic standardisation

 
 
 
 
 

Warehouse planning

Warehouse layouts and material flow 
concepts

Warehouse and coveyor technique

Picking methods

Synchronisation

 
 

Processes and IT

Process-Design and reorganisation

Control of warehouse management 
systems and the material flow control 
system

Radio data transmission

Start-up planning and controlling

Strategies for efficient logistics



 
A strong local presence and close collabo-
ration with our customers ensures that all 
challenges are immediately recognised and 
overcome. We closely integrate our work 
with your company‘s processes to gua-
rantee high-quality results and acceptance 
among all members of the project team.

Take us at our word! 
If you would like to know how optimised 
logistics make your company more efficient 
and your customers more content, get in 
touch with us. We promise a productive 
exchange of ideas, which helps you identify 
the challenges and opportunities of your 
company’s logistics activities. Get to know 
us without obligation and decide if viaLog 
is the right partner for you.

Overview

 

Location 
Harsewinkel, Germany

Management 

One managing directors and five further  
partners / part owners

Employee 
35 experienced logistics specialists incl. 
architects / civil engineers

Interdisciplinary approach 
Experience from various fields: enginee-
ring, business management, IT, construc-
tion 
 
Experience 
More than 600 projects since 1993

Industrial construction

Location planning and development

Building planning for construction, tech-
nical building services and fire safety

Building implementation

Supervision and approval of buildings

Outsourcing

Make or buy analyses

Tendering of warehouse and transporta-
tion services

Optimisation of transportation costs

Development of contractors

Production logistics

Master plan and factory development 
Production layout and material flow 
Production supply 
Procurement logistics

Customer and consultant hand in hand
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Smart customers




